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C H A N G E A N D T R A D I T I O N I N T H E G E R M A N A N D 

C Z E C H V I E W O F H I S T O R Y 

Karl Bosl 

The historical consciousness of the Sudeten Germans today is decisively 
shaped by their personal attitude toward the political Situation. Next to 
this, of special importance is the awareness of the history of the group, 
which, by and large, arose only in the 20 th Century. The further develop-
ment of the Sudeten German group consciousness or its retrogression de-
pends to a large extent on the degree of assimilation of the expellees with 
their new environment. T h e levehing trends of modern mass society and 
defeat in two World Wars at first caused the historical consciousness of the 
Germans to recede into the background. On the other hand, it is precisely 
the modern pluralistic society which has offered space for the development 
of individual components of awareness. T h e Sudeten Germans, united by a 
common destiny and characterized by a markedly idealistic political thought, 
háve been able to make a valuable contribution to the German and Euro
pean view of history. T h e historical experience of the Sudeten Germans, 
which is of European-wide significance, is above all an expression of both 
individuality and social interaction; it reflects their having lived together 
with other peoples and their encounter with them. 

I n the 19th and first half of the 20 th Century, the Czech view of history 
was focussed primarily on the idea of the national statě and of a state-con-
stituting nation. Under the concept of Bohemian Staatsrecht, the Germans 
of the Sudeten lands were also to be integrated. This historically-rooted 
Czech nationalism had the fortuně of achieving its realization in 1918 and 
1945. In the period in which Czechs and Germans lived side by side, the na
tional language problém appeared to obscure all others. Only the new Czech 
generation, which no longer has had any direct experience of the period 
when Germans and Czechs were living side by side, has appeared capable 
of viewing its own national life within a larger European framework. T h e 
older Czech outlook on history has thereby undergone a realistic broade-
ning of horizons, discarding the ideological bailast of old. 

Just as the Sudeten Germans cast aside the narrow regional and national 
confines of their historical outlook after the expulsion, a similar pheno-
menon can be observed in the most recent development of the Czech view 
of history. In the case of both ethnic groups, an objective approach and 
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common traditions have moved into the foreground. This broader historical 
consciousness, which has, above all, been developed by the new generation 
of historians, is creating new foundations for Czechs and Germans to live 
and act together. 

THE END OF THE MIGRATION OF NATIONS IN 
BOHEMIA AND THE ORIGIN OF THE BAVARIANS — A 

CRITICAL SURVEY OF THE PRESENT STATE OF 
RESEARCH 

Ernst Schwarz 

The establishing of connections between Germanic archaeological re-
mains of the 6th Century in Bohemia and those of the corresponding period 
in Bavaria is nothing new. Archeological literatuře has already dealt with 
this question in recent years. 

While excavations on Lombardie sites have made it possible to trace the 
course of the expansion of Lombard Settlements from southern Moravia to 
Pannonia and finally to Italy in 568, it has not proved possible — or at 
least only to a very limited extent — to establish similar links between 
the Germanic sites in Bohemia and Bavaria during this period. Whereas 
Werner is justified in his claim that the migration of Germanic tribes still 
living at that time in Bohemia to Rhaetia and Noricum can be established 
on the basis of the political Situation existing during the years 531—535, 
Svoboda is of the opinion that Germanic tribes continued to reside in Bo
hemia up to at least the middle of the 6th Century, and that they then uni-
ted with the Lombardi. Werner demonstrates that the custom of burial in 
gahery-graves had established itself as an „east Merovingian area of gahery-
graves" in Thuringia, Bohemia and Moravia after the Huns had been forced 
to evacuate Hungary in 454. The area of gahery-graves was extended by 
the migration of the Germanic tribes from Bohemia and Pannonia to other 
regions. Both Werner and Svoboda warn against seeking Marcomanni in 
the Bohemian Germanic tribes of the 6th Century. 

The efforts of Eberl, Kaufmann, Beninger and Kloiber to clarify the 
Situation are unsatisfactory. It emerges with increasing clarity that the Ba-
varians were a new tribal formation made up of the remnants of the Ger
manic tribes (Naristi, Juthungs and Alemanni) living in Noricum and Rhae
tia as well as in the Upper Palatinate, romanized Celts, and additions from 
other groups, which, all together, formed the traditional nucleus of the Bavarians. 

In Bohemia, at Priesen near Louny, a village has been excavated in which 
for the first time two different types of hut were found, one Germanic and 
the other Slavonic, the latter containing pottery of the 6th Century Prague 
type. Whether this denotes that the two ethnic groups lived together over 
a longer period is still not clear. 
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